Ben Franklin

1. As a boy, Ben Franklin was___________________________________________________________.
2. When he was 12, he worked as an________________________ at a___________________________.
3. When he was _____________________________, Ben ran away to Philadelphia because he wanted to_______________________________.
4. Ben traveled to _____________________________.
5. One important thing that Ben Franklin did during his life was _________________________________.
6. Three things Ben Franklin invented were_________________________________________________.

Thomas Edison

1. In school, Thomas Edison _________________________________________________________________.
2. As a kid, Edison liked_______________________________________________________________.
3. His three most important inventions were______________________________________________, ____________________________________________, and _________________________________.

The Wright Brothers

1. As children, the Wright brothers were___________________________________________________.
2. They were interested in _______________________________________________________________.
3. The brothers became interested in flight when their father gave them a _____________________________.
4. The Wright brothers flew the first plane in ___________________________________________________.